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Outstanding Animated Program

Adventure Time: Fionna And Cake

The Winter King

Fionna and Simon discover their best selves, and a possible solution to all their problems, in a wintery
kingdom. Marshall Lee helps Gary with a baking project.

American Dad!

Multiverse Of American Dadness

After Hayley insults her brother, Steve escapes into the Multiverse to find a better version of his sister.
Hayley goes after him only to discover if she doesn’t find him fast, the Multiverse and everything in it will
be destroyed!

Archer

Breaking Fabian

A former adversary lends a hand as Archer and the gang bond together to try and stop a fleet of killer
drones.

Ark: The Animated Series

Element 6

Imprisoned in Nerva's fortress, Meiyin recalls the tragic mistakes of her past; Helena, John and Henry
attempt to stage a daring rescue.

Big Mouth

The International Show

Big Mouth goes global as Maury and Connie take a closer look at how kids around the world experience
puberty.

Blue Eye Samurai

The Tale Of The Ronin And The Bride

During a desperate battle, Mizu remembers another life — and a lesson she learned the hard way.

Bob's Burgers

The Amazing Rudy

Rudy attends an important dinner; the Belchers make an important casserole.

Carol & The End Of The World

Sisters

Elena drags Carol on a hiking trip in the hopes of getting closer to her closed-off sister. An emotional found
footage / documentary-style episode.



Clone High

For Your Consideration

After a fight with Scudworth, Mr. B prepares to leave Clone High for good – but not before telling Joan his
epic backstory.

Disenchantment

Goodbye Bean

With the fate of Dreamland hanging in the balance, a mother battles her daughter for beauty, power and
immortality. But living forever comes at a price.

Family Guy

Take This Job And Love It

Peter and his friends fantasize about their dream jobs: Peter as a James Bond-like spy; Quagmire as a
1980s aerobics instructor; and Joe and Cleveland as the two leads in Lethal Weapon.

Futurama

All The Way Down

The crew investigates whether the universe is a simulation.

Good Times

Big Sister Is Watching

A bizarre twist of fate transforms one of the Evanses into a crime-fighter — and another into a supervillain.

The Great North

Risky Beefness Adventure

Beef has a one-night stand after a string of bad dates.

Grimsburg

Murder On The Splurt Express

A murder mystery party gets too real for the Grimsburg PD when the host is killed; during the
investigation, Flute is threatened by Stan's detective skills, Summers tries flirting with Wynona and Kang
forms an unexpected bond with Pentos.

Harley Quinn

Icons Only

After planning a much-needed getaway to Las Vegas, a crafty Harley devises a way to fit in at the evilest
hotel on the Strip, as Ivy obsesses over securing tickets to Clayface’s hot new show. Meanwhile, King
Shark and Tabitha also travel to Vegas for their babymoon.

Hazbin Hotel

Dad Beat Dad

Charlie struggles with asking her father, Lucifer, for help. Meanwhile, an unexpected new arrival shakes
things up at the Hotel.

Housebroken

Who's Afraid Of Boomsday Again?

Honey and Chief are sedated by Jill in order to calm their nerves during fireworks; Chief dreams that he is
a crusader in Washington D.C. on a mission to put an end to fireworks once and for all; Honey dreams that
she is a bipedal poodle.



Human Resources

On The Daughterfront

Paul asks Sarah to pack up her childhood bedroom, but the old house brings up painful memories. Montel
tours potential colleges with their parents.

In The Know

Yogurt Week

Lauren believes his body is racist and insists on hosting a live panel to end racism and maybe win a
Peabody; Fabian forms an unexpected connection with MMA superstar Jorge Masvidal.

Invincible

I Thought You Were Stronger

An old enemy threatens everything Mark holds dear.

Krapopolis

Tydra

Tyrannis invites a suicidal Hydra to come live with him and his family; everyone grows to love her, but
Tyrannis comes to regret his decision when she accidentally embroils Krapopolis in chaos.

Mulligan

Sic Semper Mulligan

Matty learns about presidential assassinations and becomes increasingly paranoid. LaMarr tries to adapt his
politics to the new female majority. TOD-209 makes his stage musical debut.

Ninja Kamui

Episode One

After his family was brutally attacked by a gang of masked assailants, Joe Logan is approached by FBI
agents Mike and Emma to help investigate the murder of his wife and son.

Pluto

Episode 1

A beloved Swiss robot is found blown into pieces. Meanwhile, Europol robot inspector Gesicht investigates
another eerily related murder.

Praise Petey

Barn Wedding

Petey and Eliza scheme to bring an honest income to New Utopia by renting out barns as wedding venues
for the Manhattan elite. When her ex Brian is their first client, Petey scrambles to make it the perfect nig ht
– and to make him jealous.

Rick And Morty

Unmortricken

Rick and Morty wilding out, broh. They getting up to stuff.

Royal Crackers

Rachel

Rachel is tasked with saving the company, but when she's called to a meeting with her family, she has to
decide if she wants to save the company, or all of humanity.



Scavengers Reign

The Signal

After their deep-space freighter is damaged, the stranded crew of the Demeter must fight to survive on a
beautiful yet dangerous planet.

Scott Pilgrim Takes Off

Ramona Rents A Video

Motivated by a dream, Ramona follows a hunch and confides in a receptive Julie. At a video rental store, a
tense run-in with Roxie fuels big feelings.

The Second Best Hospital In The Galaxy

The Curse Of Orlosh

A sexually transmitted infection spreads quickly through the very horny hospital.

The Simpsons

Night Of The Living Wage

Marge gets a job in a high pressure ghost kitchen, but when she tries to start a union, she gets more than
she collectively bargained for.

Solar Opposites

The Re-Visibility Bouillabaisse

While in a lover's quarrel, Terry and Korvo accidentally turn themselves invisible and blind on a day when a
James Beard Award winning chef is coming to visit. In a race against time, they have to begrudgingly work
together to make themselves visible before their VIP arrives.

South Park: Joining The Panderverse

Cartman's deeply disturbing dreams portend the end of the life he knows and loves. The adults in South
Park are also wrestling with their life decisions as the advent of AI is turning their world upside down.

Spitballs

Three guys struggling in L.A. spitball random movie and TV ideas which come alive in their twisted
imaginations.

Star Trek: Lower Decks

Twovix

The Cerritos ensigns must assist a caretaker on the voyage of a historically significant starship.

Star Wars: The Bad Batch

The Cavalry Has Arrived

Omega and the Batch battle Imperial forces for their freedom.

Strange Planet

The Flying Machine

A popular band splits up, throwing their lives—and their fans’ lives—into chaos. Elsewhere, an air comfort
supervisor’s new role creates turbulence.

A Trixie & Katya Christmas

As the last queer bar on the North Pole faces foreclosure, Katya slumbers in retirement. That is until she’s
called upon to return to the stage and bring holiday joy back to the village. Will Katya dance again? Will
Trixie return as well? Will RuPaul’s Drag Race save Christmas?!



Velma

The Mystery Of Teen Romance

Velma struggles to solve a mystery of the heart while also struggling to solve a new murder.

What If...?

What If... Kahhori Reshaped The World?

A Mohawk woman ventures into the waters of the Forbidden Lake to help save her people.

X-Men ‘97

Remember It

As Genosha prepares to join the UN, select members of the team head to the island nation to be honorees.
Back at the mansion, a behind-the-scenes press event risks airing the X-Men’s dirty laundry.

End of Category


